LAST CHANCE TO SEE
BUT WE CANNOT SEE THEM: TRACING A UAE ART COMMUNITY 1988-2008
AT THE NYU ABU DHABI ART GALLERY
Artists include: Ebtisam Abdulaziz, Abdullah Al Saadi, Jos Clevers, Mohamed Ahmed Ibrahim,
Mohammed Kazem, Hassan Sharif, Hussain Sharif, and Vivek Vilasini with contributions from
Khalid Albudoor, Nujoom Alghanem, Cristiana De Marchi, and Adel Khozam

20 August, Abu Dhabi: The acclaimed NYU Abu Dhabi Art Gallery (NYUAD Art Gallery) exhibition But
We Cannot See Them: Tracing a UAE Art Community 1988-2008 will draw to a close on 26 August.
This is the last chance to see what is a long overdue survey of the UAE’s most important homegrown
artistic community, featuring historic works by Hassan Sharif and Hussain Sharif, Mohammed Kazem,
Abdullah Al Saadi, Mohammed Ahmed Ibrahim, Vivek Vilasini, Jos Clevers, and Ebtisam Abdulaziz.
Community played an important role in these artists’ development, as they exchanged critical and
creative ideas, supported and served as sources of inspiration for one another, at a time when art
institutions and venues in which to exhibit their work were not widely available. Eventually, some of
these artists founded the celebrated Flying House, a venue dedicated to displaying work from this
community. They have gone on to become some of the most celebrated artists, poets, and filmmakers
from the UAE, and most have achieved great international success (Hassan Sharif and Abdullah Al
Saadi are currently featured in the Venice Biennial).
The exhibition features historic works from 1988 through 2008, with a focus on works that were shown
together originally. But We Cannot See Them also includes archival material and videotaped interviews
with members of the community, as well as a reading room of work from other key members of the
community, and contributions from Cristiana De Marchi, Adel Khozam, Nujoom Alghanem and Khalid
Albudoor.
Staying true to its academic mission, the NYUAD Art Gallery generated meaningful opportunities for
engagement with the exhibition through public events. Family artmaking workshops, a series of
screenings of films by Nujoom Alghanem, and a presentation of Khafeef Al Rouh, an experimental play
by Emirati playwright and director Jamal Mattar, all took place throughout the duration of the
exhibition.
The Art Gallery has also announced its next exhibition, Inventing Downtown: Artist-Run Galleries in
New York City, 1952–1965, which examines the New York art scene between the peak of Abstract
Expressionism in the early 1950s and the rise of Pop Art and Minimalism in the early 1960s. Organized
by the Grey Art Gallery, this is the first major museum exhibition to survey these vital years from the
vantage point of fourteen key artist-run galleries. Opening on October 4th at NYU Abu Dhabi Art
Gallery, and running through 13th January 2018, Inventing Downtown is curated by Melissa Rachleff, a
clinical associate professor in the Department of Art and Art Professions at NYU’s Steinhardt School.
For more information, please visit www.nyuad-artgallery.org
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For more information, please contact:
Maisoon Mubarak/Danielle DeMartini
Brunswick Arts
Tel: +971 56 507 3016/+971 56 503 4852
E: NYUADAG@brunswickgroup.com

Follow @nyuadartgallery on social media channels:

www.nyuad-artgallery.org

Notes to Editors
About NYU Abu Dhabi Art Gallery
The Art Gallery, which opened on November 1, 2014, and is located at the main entrance to NYUAD’s
Saadiyat Campus, presents curated exhibitions of art and material culture across historical and
contemporary topics, with a special emphasis on subjects of both regional concern and international
significance. Through focused exhibitions, events, and publications, the gallery serves as a catalyst and
locus of intellectual and creative activity, linking the University with the Abu Dhabi public and a
worldwide community of artists, curators, and scholars.
The 664-square-meter (7,000-square-foot) exhibition space features soaring double-height ceilings and
an outdoor installation space. It is fully equipped for exhibitions in all media, with custom walls and
lighting allowing for experimental and traditional installations, from video art to ancient works.
The curatorial platform supports scholarly and experimental installations, artists’ projects, guest
curators, and landmark exhibitions. The coming exhibition program centers on three themes: landscape
and the built environment, Islamic art and culture, and art in global dialogue.
To contact the gallery, call +971-2-628-8000, or visit the website: www.nyuad-artgallery.org.
About NYU Abu Dhabi
NYU Abu Dhabi consists of a highly selective liberal arts and science college (including engineering), and
a world center for advanced research and scholarship — all fully integrated with each other and
connected to NYU in New York. Together, NYU New York, NYU Abu Dhabi, and NYU Shanghai form the
backbone of a unique global network university, with faculty and students from each campus spending
"semesters away" at one or more of the numerous study-abroad sites NYU maintains on six continents.
NYU Abu Dhabi graduated its first class in spring of 2014. It is attended by a diverse student body
representing over 100 countries and speaking more than 100 languages.
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